The estimation of distances and spatial relations between surgical instruments and surrounding anatomical structures is a challenging task for clinicians in image-guided surgery. Using augmented reality (AR), navigation aids can be displayed directly at the intervention site to support the assessment of distances and reduce the risk of damage to healthy tissue. To this end, four distance-encoding visualisation concepts were developed using a head-mounted optical see-through AR setup and evaluated by conducting a comparison study. Results suggest the general advantage of the proposed methods compared to a blank visualisation providing no additional information. Using a Distance Sensor concept signalising the proximity of nearby structures resulted in the least time the instrument was located below 5mm to surrounding risk structures and yielded the least amount of collisions with them.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many medical procedures are performed with image guidance usually displayed on monitors positioned near the intervention site. Frequently consulting such systems interferes the clinician's attention to the patient, is mentally demanding and complicates hand-eye-coordination [Manzey et al. 2009 ]. Moreover, depth perception issues may lead to an incorrect assessment of the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. VRST '19, November 12-15, 2019 , Parramatta, NSW, Australia © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7001-1/19/11. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3359996.3364818 position of surgical instruments and, therefore, increase the risk of damage to nearby healthy tissue [Bogdanova et al. 2016] . Previous advances in image-guided interventions aimed to support the estimation of distances by visualising the spatial relations between surgical instruments and surrounding structures. One method is to illustrate distances from the instrument tip to its surroundings by connecting lines [Choi et al. 2016; De Paolis and De Luca 2018] . More concepts were investigated in preliminary work, i.e., a virtual instrument extension to detect distances ahead of the instrument, a radar line scanning for nearby objects and regularly lighting up lines connecting the instrument tip with selected points of interest [Heinrich et al. 2019] . These advances were shown to be beneficial for the estimation of spatial relations but were mostly displayed on monitors. Augmented reality (AR) may solve related problems by visualising needed information directly at the intervention site. To this end, this work presents four distance-encoding visualisation concepts developed for optical see-through AR using the Microsoft HoloLens mixed reality glasses.
METHODS
The first concept was adapted from preliminary work [Heinrich et al. 2019 ]. The Pointer is a virtual extension of the instrument and indicates the distance of the tool to the closest anatomical structure along its trajectory. The Pointer is subdivided into 10mm sections based on scales on medical needles and encodes distance information by a continuous colour scale ranging from green to yellow to red (see Fig. 1 ). The second concept was inspired by Distance Sensors used in the automotive domain. The distance of the instrument tip to nearby structures is continuously measured but indicators are only visualised below 10mm. These indicators consist of circle sectors that are pointed to the detected structure and increase in opacity and width the closer the instrument gets to the structure. In this work, distances were only measured on the plane perpendicular to the instrument tip to not clutter and obscure the scene (see Fig. 2 ).
Loosely based on risk map visualisations (e.g. [Hansen et al. 2013] ), the third concept maps distance values to colours on a Ring shaped visualisation positioned around the instrument tip. These distances are measured on the plane perpendicular to the tip, thus only lateral structures are detected (see Fig. 3 ). In a similar manner, the fourth concept maps distance values to the colours of a semi-transparent half-sphere. The resulting Map visualises the distances to all objects in the half-space ahead of the instrument tip (see Fig. 4 ). Both concepts use discrete colours to differentiate between three proximity ranges. For colour encoding, distances above 10mm were mapped to green, distances between 10mm an 5mm were mapped to yellow and distances below 5mm were mapped to red.
EVALUATION
Twenty-two medical students participated in a conducted user study to evaluate the concepts' capabilities to convey distance information. To this end, the developed concepts were used to navigate a tracked pointer tool through a virtual liver model. To better assess the position of the virtual representation of the tool, a green 3D model of the instrument was shown in the HoloLens. The first 20mm of the instrument were considered a critical zone and coloured orange. Participants were given the task to move the instrument tip to a specified position marked by a small sphere while keeping as much distance between the instrument tip and surrounding blood vessel structures as possible. In total, the instrument should be navigated to six positions. Each participant repeated the procedure once for each proposed visualisation concept and once with a blank instrument visualisation (condition Nothing). The Pointer concept was also visible during trials with the Distance Sensor, Ring and Map concepts to always convey distance information about ahead risk structures. In each frame, the closest distance between the instrument tip and all surrounding blood vessels was determined. For a mean minimal distance variable, measured values were accumulated after the instrument was moved 2.5mm and then averaged. Intersections between the instrument's critical zone and the blood vessels were counted as total vessel collisions. All closest distance values were clustered into three proximity ranges, consistent with the used colour mapping thresholds. The times the instrument tip was located in the respecting ranges is reported as time percentage values calculated by considering the total task completion time.
One-way ANOVAs were conducted for each dependent variable. Outliers were removed using the IQR rule. Statistically significant effects were shown for total vessel collisions (p = 0.001) and the mid (p = 0, 02) and near (p = 0.03) proximity range variables. Although no significance could be shown for some variables, trends between conditions can be identified in the descriptive data.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Statistically significant results of the total vessel collision variable indicate advantages of the Distance Sensor and Map concepts. Both concepts resulted in less collisions and may thus facilitate a safer instrument navigation. This is also supported by significant results of the proximity range variables. The least time percentage the instrument was located below 5mm to surrounding risk structures was achieved using the Distance Sensor. The Map concept resulted in similar results. Trends of the mean minimal distance variable suggest that compared to the blank visualisation all concepts were suitable for increasing distances to the blood vessels. The Map concept yielded the highest mean distance values. At the same time, the Distance Sensor concept required the shortest task completion time. Future work should focus on improving the Distance Sensor concept by also enabling the detection of distances to non-lateral structures. Similarly, research should be conducted to incorporate its advantages to the Map concept. Moreover, the potential of providing complementary auditory display should be examined [Black et al. 2017 ]. In conclusion, the presented findings constitute an important basis for further research in the field of supporting distance estimation in surgical AR navigation.
